Parallax Stratos

The new Parallax® Stratos 1.0 delivers a high value solution for rejecting ambient light in large scale projection. Offering the freedom to install seamless ALR screens up to 16 feet in height, Parallax Stratos is available in a wide array of core Da-Lite® tensioned electric and fixed frame options. This Contrast Based ALR surface rejects up to 80% of ambient light with 1.0 gain for standard throw projectors (1.0:1 or greater).

Contrast Based ALR prevents projected images from appearing washed out by maintaining and enhancing brightness. The gray color and other proprietary design elements in the surface combine to absorb ambient light rather than reflect it. Da-Lite Parallax screens combat environmental and projection deficiencies to produce bright, crisp images.

Parallax Stratos 1.0 is covered by a comprehensive five year warranty. All Da-Lite surfaces are eligible for the Screen Green® program that allows customers to send in old surfaces to be recycled keeping them out of landfills, contributing to a healthier planet. The Da-Lite facility is 100% landfill-free.

Parallax Stratos 1.0
Gain: 1.0 | Horizontal Half Angle: 30°
For standard throw projectors (1.0:1 throw or greater)
- 30° vertical half angle
- Less than 2% color shift
- Available in sizes up to 16’ high seamless
- Laser projection suitable

Ceiling Recessed Electric
- Wireline™ Advantage®
- Tensioned Advantage and Tensioned Large Advantage
- Tensioned Advantage Deluxe and Tensioned Large Advantage Deluxe

Wall or Ceiling Electric
- Tensioned Large Cosmopolitan® and Tensioned Contour®
- Cinema Contour and Lace & Grommet

Fixed Frame